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A MULTIDIRECTIONAL CONTROLLER WITH SHEAR FEEDBACK

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application claims priority to U.S. Patent Application No. 13/269,948,

filed October 10, 201 1, which is a continuation-in-part of an earlier filed U.S. Patent

Application No. 12/182,906, filed July 30, 2008 which claims the benefit of U.S.

Provisional Patent Application No. 60/962,649, filed July 30, 2007, the entireties of

which are incorporated by reference. This application also claims the benefit of and

priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/404,808, filed October 8, 2010,

which is incorporated by reference in its entirety. This application also claims the

benefit of and priority to U.S. Provisional Patent Application No. 61/404,81 1, filed

October 8, 2010, which is incorporated by reference in its entirety.

STATEMENT REGARDING FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH

This invention was made with government support under Grant

#IIS0746914 awarded by the National Science Foundation. The government has

certain rights in this invention.

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The present disclosure relates generally to haptic feedback devices and

more specifically to the devices that can provide tactile shear feedback.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The field of haptics is the science of interfacing with users via the sense of

touch by applying forces, vibrations, or motions to a user. Haptic devices are

increasingly used to provide user with sensory input that conveys information about

the surrounding environment. A common example of a haptic device is the game stick

(or "joystick") controller sold by Nintendo under the trade name "Rumble Pak." This

haptic device produces vibratory motion at various times during gameplay to provide

the player, through his or her sense of touch, with information relating to a scenario of

the game (e.g., when he fires a weapon in the game). Haptic devices are also

recognized as an integral part of virtual reality systems, which attempt to simulate

situations or sensations participant "experiences" in the virtual environment.
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While haptic devices have been produced for a variety of uses, many technological

hurdles remain. For example, difficulties with isolating the sensory input to a discrete

area of the user's body remain largely unaddressed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

In one implementation, this invention includes a multidirectional controller

with shear feedback, comprising a stationary body, a movable body, a tactor, and an

actuator capable of moving the tactor. The tactor may be disposed in connection with

the movable body or the stationary body, such that it has at least one degree of

freedom of motion with respect to the body in connection with which it is disposed.

The tactor may also be operable to engage a target area of a user's skin.

In another implementation, the invention includes a multidirectional

controller with shear feedback, comprising at least one stationary body, at least one

movable body, and a plurality of tactors that may be disposed in connection with at

least one movable body or at least one stationary body, such that the tactors have at

least one degree of freedom of motion with respect to the body in connection with

which they are disposed. The tactors may be operable to engage target areas of a

user's skin. The multidirectional controller may also comprise at least one actuator

capable of moving the tactors.

In yet another implementation of the invention, the multidirectional

controller with shear feedback may comprise at least one tactor operable to engage a

target area on a user's skin and at least one sensor capable of detecting a change in

position of and/or force applied to at least one tactor. The multidirectional controller

with shear feedback may also comprise at least one actuator capable of moving at

least one tactor. Additionally, the above system may comprise at least one computer

system capable of receiving information from at least one sensor and sending

instructions to at least one actuator.

The present invention also relates to a method of providing directional

feedback to a user of a multidirectional control system without affecting control

function. The method may comprise two steps: (1) providing a user with a

multidirectional controller described in paragraph [0007]; and (2) directing the

computer system to instruct at least one tactor to move from an original location to an

instructed location, such that the direction of a vector determined by the original



location and the instructed location of the tactor is the direction that corresponds to

the directional feedback intended to be provided to the user.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

Features and advantages of the embodiments of this disclosure will be

apparent from the detailed description that follows, and which taken in conjunction

with the accompanying drawings and attachments together illustrate and describe

exemplary features of the disclosure herein. It is understood that these drawings

merely depict exemplary embodiments and are not to be considered limiting the scope

of the invention. Additionally, it should be understood that the scale may be varied

and the illustrated embodiments are not necessarily drawn to scale for all

embodiments encompassed herein.

Furthermore, it will be readily appreciated that the components of the

illustrative embodiments, as generally described and illustrated in the figures herein,

could be arranged and designed in a wide variety of different configurations, and that

components within some figures are interchangeable with, or may supplement,

features and components illustrated in other figures. Nonetheless, various particular

embodiments of this disclosure will be described and explained with additional

specificity and detail through the use of the accompanying drawings, in which:

Figure 1 is a perspective view of a schematic representation of a shear

feedback system in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 2 is a partially sectioned view side of a compact tactile shear

feedback device in accordance with one embodiment of the invention.

Figure 3 includes two schematic views illustrating exemplary manners of

actuating the shear tactor of the present invention.

Figure 4 is a schematic view illustrating the components of a compact

tactile shear feedback device in accordance with an embodiment of the invention.

Figure 5 is a schematic view of an exemplary sensing system in

accordance with one aspect of the invention.

Figure 6 is a schematic view of an exemplary control/sensing system in

accordance with one aspect of the invention.

Figure 7 is a schematic view of an exemplary actuated tactor assembly in

accordance with one aspect of the invention.
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Figure 8 is a schematic representation of an application of the present

invention in use with a finger well.

Figure 9 is a schematic representation of an application of the present

invention with a tactor capable of selectively breaking contact with the skin surface

(the skin surface shown is a portion of a finger or a palm in this example).

Figure 10 is a schematic representation of an application of the present

invention in use with finger wells coupled to or integrated with a stylus.

Figure 11 illustrates an application of the present invention incorporated

into a steering wheel; and

Figure 1 illustrates an application of the present invention as incorporated

into an ambulatory assist application (e.g., walking cane).

Figure 13 illustrates an embodiment of a multidirectional controller with

shear feedback, including a saddle-configured well (thumb saddle), having a hand-

controlled movable body and one actuated tactor assembly disposed on the movable

body.

Figure 14 illustrates an embodiment of a multidirectional controller with

shear feedback, having a hand-controlled movable body and one actuated tactor

assembly disposed on the side of the movable body.

Figure 15 illustrates an embodiment of a multidirectional controller with

shear feedback, having a hand-controlled movable body and multiple tactor

assemblies disposed on the movable body, wherein the tactors may contact the user's

thumb, palm, and/or finger(s).

Figure 16 illustrates an embodiment of a multidirectional controller with

shear feedback, having thumb- or finger-controlled movable bodies and one or more

actuated tactor assemblies disposed on the movable bodies and/or on a stationary

body.

Figure 1 illustrates an embodiment of a multidirectional controller with

shear feedback, having thumb- or finger-controlled movable bodies, thumb saddles,

and one or more actuated tactor assemblies disposed on the movable bodies and/or on

a stationary body.

Figure 18A and 18B illustrate an embodiment of a mechanism for

centering a movable body disposed on a gimbal.
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Figure 19 illustrates an embodiment of an actuated tactor assembly having

a force and/or displacement sensor(s).

Figure 19A and 19B illustrate an embodiment of an actuated tactor

assembly having a force and/or displacement sensor(s), with the outer housing

removed to show details of the actuation mechanism.

Figure 20 illustrates a mobile device controller dock, which utilizes two

actuated tactor assemblies, each having a force and/or displacement sensor(s).

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

The embodiments described herein generally extend to devices and

methods for providing shear feedback to a user of a multidirectional controller. Shear

feedback is the application of force that results in stretching or pulling (or possibly

pinching) of a user's skin. Such application of force will tend to generate tensile stress

on a trailing edge of the skin being targeted ("target area") and a compressive stress

on a leading edge of the skin. If pinching of the skin occurs, this increases

compressive stresses on the leading edge of the skin. Shear forces can also be applied

to the skin while sliding a tactor across the skin (i.e., with some slip between the

tactor and the targeted skin).

Application of shear forces is distinct from application of kinesthetic

forces, as that term is understood by those of ordinary skill in the art. As one example,

the application of shear force to a user's finger pad by moving a shear plate transverse

to the user's finger pad (thereby causing local skin deformations) is to be

distinguished from the kinesthetic forces and motions experienced by a user as a

stylus or other device is applied to a user's fingers or hand causing (or tending to

cause) motion of the finger, hand, and/or arm joints. Local shear deformations in the

skin from moving a shear plate transverse to the user's skin are also distinct from the

forces experienced by a user when a device is merely vibrated to provide information

to a user. Typically, application of a shear force requires relative movement of the

user's target skin area (e.g., finger pad or palm) relative to a shear plate, which

relationship can occur by way of movement of the target skin area, movement of the

shear plate, or both. Typically speaking, however, relative transverse movement is

required to apply the shear force that is reacted locally, whereas application of



kinesthetic forces can be realized without locally reacted relative transverse motion,

since the kinesthetic forces are reacted away from the target area of the skin.

This invention addresses challenges in providing shear feedback in

multidirectional controllers. A multidirectional controller, generally, is a device that a

user can manipulate in order to send signals or instructions to a controlled object.

These signals or instructions may be communicated through mechanical or

electromechanical means. For example, a multidirectional controller may have purely

mechanical connections to the controlled object. Hence, a multidirectional controller

may have mechanical links that exert force directly or indirectly (e.g., through a

hydraulic system) on the controlled object. Common examples of a mechanical

multidirectional controller include a stick shift (also known as gear stick) that is used

to shift between gears of a manual transmission and a steering wheel of an

automobile. An electromechanical multidirectional controller may first send signals or

instructions to a computer system, which subsequently translates them to the

controlled object. A common example of an electromechanical multidirectional

controller is a joystick used in numerous applications, for example in video games. A

computer system, as used herein, shall refer to any system or device capable of

receiving, processing, and outputting electrical signals. Examples of common

computer systems include personal computers, vehicle computers, machine

automation controllers (e.g., controllers capable of sending instructions to servo or

step motors), game consoles, and mobile devices (e.g., mobile phones, personal

digital assistants, handheld video game systems).

Through experimentation, it was established that effectiveness of the

transmission of various information depends on the shear feedback mechanism

staying in contact with the target area on the user's skin as well as the stretching or

deformation of the user's skin. Consequently, effectiveness of shear feedback

provided to a user is related to effective isolation of the target area of user's skin that

is in contact with the shear feedback mechanism and eliminating or minimizing forces

on and movement in the user's joints.

Isolating an area of the user's skin adjacent to the target area is particularly

challenging when the target area is on a part of the user's body that is in motion

during the transmission of the shear feedback. For example, a finger on the user's

hand that is in the process of manipulating a multidirectional controller may move



during the process and lose contact with the shear feedback mechanism. Furthermore,

motion of a shear feedback mechanism may dislodge the user's finger from the

controller or, alternatively, move the controller away from the user's finger. Such

motion may result not only in loss of information sent via a shear feedback

mechanism but also in an unwanted motion of the controller with respect to the user's

hand and/or an unwanted command sent through the controller. These issues can be

addressed by providing a proper connection or restraint between the device and the

skin of user's hand or fingers.

Some of the devices described herein are configured to restrain a portion

of the user's skin adjacent to the target area, in order to improve the connection

between the device and user's skin, and to better facilitate the saliency of shear

feedback. Additionally, some of the described embodiments relate to restraining one

or more target areas of the user's skin while the user is manipulating the

multidirectional controller. Furthermore, some of the described devices, and their

obvious variants, can provide shear feedback in one or more direction and on one or

more target area of the user's skin.

When reference is made to a portion of a user's skin "adjacent to a target

area of the skin," it is to be understood that the adjacent portion of the skin can be

immediately adjacent the target area of skin or the portion of the skin and may be

relatively far removed from the target area.

As used herein, the term "well" refers to a type of restraint that may be

used to immobilize an area of a user's skin that is adjacent to the skin in contact with

a tactor. Generally, a well includes a window or other orifice through which a

contact with a tactor can be felt by a user's skin. Immobilizing the user's skin

provides enhances the sensation experienced by the user. A well provides restraint

without preventing a user from removing their hand from the restraint, as might occur

if strapping a device to a user's hand. Examples of wells include but are not limited to

a thumb well, finger well, and palm well, which are described in more detail below.

A saddle-like structure may also be used in combination with a well to produce a

"saddle-configured well," which can provide improved connectivity between the

user's skin and a shear display device. Additionally, simply gripping a device, within

which a moving tactor assembly is embedded, can also provide restraint to a user's

skin, as a substitute for or in addition to a well.



A general aspect of the invention is shown in FIG. 1, where it can be seen

that an actuated tactor assembly 100 can include a tactor 110 that can be suitable for

engaging a target area of a user's skin 120. The target area of the skin in this example

being the pad of a finger in immediate contact with the tactor 110. As the tactor is

moved transversely relative to the target area of skin (e.g., as indicated by the arrows

in FIG. 1), a user experiences the sensation of a shear force or stroking motion being

applied to the user's skin. In most aspects of the invention, the force applied to the

user's skin is applied primarily in a transverse direction. The force applied to the user's

skin will generally be in a direction indicated by the arrows. However, application

along other directions is also possible.

Tactile feedback can be provided to a person's finger tip, hand, or other

body surface in the form of shear motions and forces that can be sensed by cutaneous

touch receptors of the skin. In some embodiments, the tactor can be stroked or slid

over the finger or other surfaces of the body; shear motions and forces induce skin

stretch, which results in increased perceived sensation.

In one exemplary application, illustrated in FIG. 2, the system includes the

tactor 110, and a base 130. The base can be configured to be coupled to an external

support structure over which, or adjacent to which, the user can place his or her

finger. In the embodiment shown, the base 130 is coupled to a thimble structure 140

that can be mountable over a finger of the user's hand. An actuation system 150 can

move the tactor 110 relative to the target area of the skin 120.

Various exemplary actuation systems are illustrated in FIGs. 3, 4, 6, and 7 .

In one embodiment, as shown in FIG. 3, the tactor 110 can comprise a tactor pad 111

and rod 160, which rests in a spherical bearing 170, and can be actuated by Shape

Memory Alloy ("SMA") devices known to those of ordinary skill in the art. In another

embodiment, as shown in FIGs. 4, 6, and 7, the tactor 110 can be coupled to a bearing

plate 180 that can be moved to achieve movement of the tactor 110. The bearing plate

180 can be supported by parallel plates that form a bearing housing 190. In the

examples provided, various springs (shown with spring constants "k") and SMA

devices coordinate to achieve movement of the tactor. The embodiments illustrated as

cross-sectional views in FIGs. 4 and 7 are similar in operation, with embodiment

shown in FIG. 7 including one or more pulleys 230, which enable(s) the use of SMA,

while limiting overall size of the package of the system.
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Methods of actuation will generally be compatible with a compact design

and are also generally power efficient. Piezoelectric actuators or electromagnetic

motors can be utilized in the actuation system; the use of Shape Memory Alloy

(SMA) actuators is also particularly attractive from a packaging standpoint. The

design of the shear feedback devices can be miniaturized and optimized for two or

three axes of motion.

An embodiment of an actuated tactor assembly is portrayed in FIGs. 19,

19a, and 19b, which utilizes servo motors 360 to actuate a sliding plate assembly 370,

and incorporates a force sensor 350 within the tactor 110.

Additionally, actuation of the tactor may be implemented in a manner

described in U.S. Patent Application No. 12/699,494 which is incorporated by

reference herein in its entirety.

The minimum motion capability for the device can be in the range of

±0.050 mm of motion on at least 1 axis. In one aspect of the invention, the range of

motion of can be on the order of 0.05 mm to about 2 mm. In another aspect, the range

can vary from a minimum of about 0.05 mm to about 1 mm. In one aspect of the

invention, the motion of the tactor and the target area of skin is limited, restrained or

restricted to less than 2 mm of total relative travel. In one aspect, the total relative

travel is limited to 1 mm or less. In another embodiment, the total relative travel is

limited to 5 mm or less.

The tactor pad 111 can have a variety of shapes and sizes and can include

a substantially planar surface that contacts the target area or can include a rounded or

curved or otherwise non-planar geometry. In the preferred embodiment, the tactor pad

111 has a cylindrical shape with a substantially hemispherical top surface, which

contacts the target area of the skin 120. The top surface of the tactor pad 111 can be

smooth, textured, or patterned with embossments and dimples of various shapes.

Additionally, the tactor pad's top surface can be made of various materials known to

those skilled in the art (e.g., nylon, polystyrene, neoprene, or other thermoplastic or

thermosetting materials or elastomers) to facilitate a desired coefficient of friction,

texture, feel, durability, and manufacturability of the tactor pad and/or its top surface.

The target area of the skin 120 can be sufficiently large to cause the user to

experience the sense of shear forces acting on the target area. While the size of the

target area of the skin 120 may vary, it must generally be large enough so that the user
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experiences more than a mere touching sensation; the user should be able to feel and

discern that a shear force (or alternately they may discern a pinching of the skin) is

being applied to the skin. In one aspect of the invention, the width or diameter of the

tactor 110 and/or tactor pad 111 can be about 3 mm. In other implementations, the

tactor 110 and/or tactor pad 111 can be about 7 mm. Additionally, in some

embodiments, the diameter can be 15 mm. In compact applications, the width of the

tactor 110 and/or tactor pad 111 can be greater than the height of the tactor 110 and/or

tactor pad 111, respectively. In one embodiment, the distance from the bottom of the

base 130 to the top surface of the tactor pad 111 (i.e., the height of the device) is less

than about 13 mm. In other embodiments, the height can be about 38 mm. In one

embodiment, a total package size of the device can be about 35 mm x 35 mm. Thus,

the shear feedback system can be formed in a relatively small package so as to be

easily installable adjacent to structures over which a user typically places his or her

hands or fingers, yet fully functional despite this small footprint.

FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary manner in which movement of the system

can be measured using various emitters 210 and detectors 220. As the bearing plate

180 and tactor 110 are moved, the pairs of emitter and detectors can register the

movement and can provide a corresponding signal to a computer system (not shown).

This concept may be incorporated into the control/sensing system of FIG. 6 . This

embodiment utilizes principles similar to those outlined above, with the addition of a

pair of springs opposing each SMA device to limit potential rotation of the bearing

plate 180 during translational movement to reduce the potential of incorrect readings

by the detectors 220 and emitters 210.

In some embodiments of the invention, the shear force can be applied in a

variety of movement patterns. For example, the shear force can be applied

intermittently, such that it would create a sensation of a stroking motion that may

indicate direction. In this example, the tactor 110 can be moved once in one direction

or can be moved back-and-forth, with the movement one direction possibly differing

in some aspect from the movement in the opposite direction. For example, the tactor

110 can be moved in one direction at a relatively high rate and "returned" to a null

position by moving in the opposite direction at a relatively slower, less perceptible

rate. This movement pattern can be repeated multiple times to provide the operator
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with the greatest opportunity to sense and correctly interpret the information being

provided.

Other exemplary movement patterns can include moving the tactor 110 in

one direction while the tactor and the target area of skin 120 are in contact, then

breaking contact between the target area of skin and the pad to return the pad to a null

position. This aspect of the invention is illustrated by example in FIG. 9, where tactor

110 can move laterally to apply the shear force to the target area of skin 120, after

which it can move normal to the skin (i.e., it can break contact with the skin), and

return to a null position. Then, contact with the skin can be made again, and the shear

force can again be applied to the skin (at either the same magnitude, velocity, etc., or

at a differing magnitude, velocity, etc.). In this manner, the user does not necessarily

sense the return movement of the pad, which otherwise may cause confusion on the

direction being indicated. Contact between the tactor pad 111 and the target area of

the skin 120 can be broken by either moving the pad normal to (and away from) the

target area of skin, or by moving the target area of skin normal to (and away from) the

tactor.

The effect of a stroking motion can also be achieved by actively varying

the effective coefficient of friction of the tactor by vibrating the tactor with ultrasonic

vibrations. By actively varying the friction between the tactor 110 and the target area

of the skin 120, the tactor 110 may be moved in one direction at a relatively high

friction level, and "returned" to a null position by moving in the opposite direction at

a relatively lower, less perceptible friction level. This shear force or motion

application pattern can be repeated to provide the operator with the greatest

opportunity to sense and correctly interpret the information being provided.

The shear force or motion application pattern can be varied depending on

the urgency of the information being conveyed to the user. For example, "non-

critical" information can be provided with a signal of relatively slower or shorter

displacement(s) of the tactor relative to the target area of skin. Such may be the case,

if information were being provided to an operator of a vehicle who had not

disengaged a turn signal after making a turn. Alternatively, "critical" information can

be provided by a motion pattern with relatively increased magnitude or speed of the

movement of the tactor 110.
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Additionally or alternatively, one or more actuated tactor assembly can

provide non-directional information or combination information, such as information

consisting of multiple components. For example, a motion pattern, as described

above, may provide information about the speed of a moving object (whether real or

virtual) by alternating movements and the speed of the movements of a tactor.

Additionally, direction of those movements may indicate the direction of the moving

object. It is appreciated that other movement patterns may be used to indicate the

speed of a moving object; for example, vibratory feedback through the tactor may also

provide information about the speed of a moving object. Furthermore, by providing a

user with information correlating the speed and/or frequency of tactor' s movements

with quantitative information about the speed of the moving object, the user may be

trained to recognize and/or be able to estimate the speed of a moving object based on

the tactile shear feedback pattern provided by the tactor. Information of a given

magnitude, such as temperature, pressure, or altitude, may also be communicated

through the position of the tactor. If the information to be communicated is vector-like

in nature, that is it possesses a direction and magnitude, the scaled direction and

magnitude of the tactor's position can be used to directly convey such information.

Other non-directional information may also be conveyed to a user through tactor

movement patterns. Examples of such information include information about surface

roughness, vibrations, impact, warnings, completion of a task, and requests.

In some embodiments, the invention can be used to provide tactile

feedback and to be used in combination with a commercial 3-D force feedback

device, such as one sold under the trade name PHANToM, made by SensAble

Technologies, or other similar commercial force feedback devices. For example, the

invention can be used to replace PHANToM's current thimble interface.

In other embodiments, the shear feedback device can be added to enhance

(or replace) the data input device used as the common computer "mouse." The shear

feedback device can be used in combination with a finger-based touchpad and can be

used to represent the current location of the computer cursor. Alternatively, the device

could be used to transmit shearing motions to the skin of the fmgerpad to suggest

which direction the user should move their finger to attend to a particular task or

application, thus providing attention cueing capability to the user.
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Because of its compact design, the shear feedback device can be added to

many current devices, and is suitable for applications in wearable or mobile

computing. For example, it can be used as part of a gaming controller interface. The

device is also well suited for applications which require communication of directional

information. An example of this includes embedding several shear feedback device

devices into a steering wheel to communicate information from a navigation system.

The shearing force exerted on the user's skin in each of these applications can provide

suggested direction cues to greatly enhance the ability of the user to operate the

vehicle.

FIG. 8 illustrates an embodiment of the invention that incorporates a well

250 including a recess 260 into a restraining structure 240. FIG. 8 depicts a well used

specifically for restraining the motion of a finger, i.e., it is a finger well. A tactor 110

can be located or disposed within or adjacent to the well 250. The well 250 can serve

as an indicator of the location of the tactor 110, so that a user can locate the tactor by

touch. However, the well 250 need not coincide with the location of the tactor 110.

The well 250 also serves as a restraining structure that restrains portions of the user's

skin adjacent the target area of the skin 120, to better transmit shear forces to the

target area. In addition, the well itself can also be independently actuated in two-

dimensions relative to the restraining structure 240 (similar to the embodiment

illustrated in FIG, 9, except that the well would move instead of, or in addition to, the

tactor).

The restraint structure 240 with which the well 250 can be associated can

vary widely. In the embodiment shown in FIG. 10, two wells 250 are incorporated

into a stylus 265 to enable tactors 110 to provide directional instruction or information

to the user of the stylus. FIG. 11 illustrates an exemplary application of the present

invention in use on a vehicle. In this embodiment, the well 250 can be installed on (or

in) a steering wheel 270 to enable a tactor 110 or multiple tactors to provide

directional commands to a driver through a tactile interface. Note that, in FIG. 11, the

shear feedback device is indicated as installed in a location on the steering wheel

facing the driver. In other applications, the shear feedback device will be installed on

(or in) the steering wheel so as to face the dashboard and be accessible by fingertips

of the user that are wrapped about the rear of the steering wheel. In this application,

the shear feedback device can be utilized to provide tactile information to the user
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relating to a variety of differing aspects of operating the vehicle, including

information relating to a direction of travel of the vehicle (including a direction of

travel different than a present direction of travel), speed of the vehicle, and an

incoming call on a vehicle communications device. Generally speaking, any type of

information typically provided by way of auditory or visual stimulus can be presented

to the vehicle's operator via the present shear feedback device.

In a similar application illustrated in FIG. 12, the well 250 can be

incorporated into a walking cane 280 utilized by the visually impaired to enable the

actuated tactor assembly 100 to provide directional commands through a tactile

interface, possibly alerting the visually -impaired user of the presence of an upcoming

obstacle (and/or directing the user around the obstacle).

As shown in FIG. 13, in some embodiments, the invention may be a

multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300, comprising a stationary body

310, a movable body 320, and an actuated tactor assembly 100, which can be placed

into contact with a target area of the skin 120. The stationary body 310 can be any

fixed or non-fixed object or device that is able to provide physical support to and/or

have a physical connection with the movable body 320, such that the movable body

has at least one degree of freedom of motion with respect to the stationary body. A

stationary body may also be any fixed or non-fixed device that is able to ascertain the

location or change in the location of the movable body, whether independently,

through interaction with the movable body, or through interaction with a movable

body and at least one other device. For example, a multidirectional controller may be

a joystick (whether purely mechanical or electromechanical), game controller, a

steering wheel, and/or a gear shifter. In some embodiments, a stationary body may not

be in physical connections with the movable body, such as in the video game system

Wii, manufactured by Nintendo ®, where the stationary body is the console, and the

movable body is the wireless controller (also known as the Wii remote). When a

reference is made to a "stationary body," it is intended to identify any object or device

with respect to which relative speed and/or displacement of another object or device

(e.g., a movable body or tactor) may be measured. However, a "stationary body" may

not be fixed in space and may move freely. Moreover, in some embodiments,

movements of a stationary body may be detected by an outside sensor. For example, a

stationary body 310 of a multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300, as
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shown in FIGs. 16 and 17, may be moved by a user, and a wired or wireless detector

(not shown) may detect the speed and/or displacement of the stationary body 310.

In some embodiments, movement of or force exerted on the movable body

320 may be detected by at least one sensor 330. The sensor 330 may be disposed in

the stationary body 310 or in the movable body 320. A variety of sensors known to

those skilled in the art can be used to detect movement of or force exerted on the

movable body 320. For example, a displacement transducer can be used to detect

movement or displacement and a force gauge can be used to detect force exerted on

the movable body. Additionally, non-contact positioning sensors, as previously

described, can also be used to detect movement or displacement of the movable body

320. Hence, in some embodiments, the moveable body 320 may not be in physical

contact with the stationary body 310 and/or sensor(s) 330.

When the user operates a multidirectional controller with shear feedback

300, a target area of the skin 120 (e.g., an area on a user's finger, thumb, or palm) can

be placed in contact with the tactor 110. There are numerous mechanisms known to

those skilled in the art that can be used to move one or more tactor 110, and,

consequently, generate a shear force on or displacement of one or more target area of

the skin 120. As shown in FIG. 15, multiple tactors can be used to provide

information to a user. Some of those mechanisms have been described above.

In addition to the shear feedback provided by the tactor, the movable body

320 and/or the stationary body 310 may provide haptic feedback (e.g., vibrotactile or

force feedback) to a user. Means for providing such feedback are well known to those

skilled in the art.

In some embodiments, one or more actuated tactor assembly 100 may

receive movement instructions from one or more computer system. A movement

instruction may indicate distal displacement along one or more axis as well as the

speed at which the tactor should travel along each axis. Additionally or alternatively,

the actuated tactor assembly 100 may comprise at least one sensor 350, as shown in

FIGs. 5, 6, 19, 19A, and 19B, such as force and/or motion sensors, which may detect

force exerted on or displacement of the tactor. In addition, a switch may be

incorporated into the actuated tactor assembly, to register when a user pushes down

on the tactor, as shown in FIGs. 18B and 19B. In some embodiments, one or more

computer system may receive information from at least one sensor 350, as shown in



FIGs. 19 and 19A, and/or emitter 210 - detector 220 pairs, as shown in FIGs. 5 and 6,

indicating the force exerted on and/or displacement of one or more tactor 110.

As shown in FIG. 14, a multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300

also may be comprised of a movable body 320, a stationary body 310, an actuated

tactor assembly 110, as described above, and a well 250, which may be designed to

accommodate a target area of the skin 120 on the skin of the user's finger. The well

250 may be designed to restrain the skin adjacent to the target area on the user's

finger. Restraining the skin adjacent to the target area on the user's finger will

improve transmission of the shear forces. Improved transmission of shear forces

results in improved transmission of the information intended to be communicated to

the user.

In another embodiment, as shown in FIG. 15, a multidirectional controller

with shear feedback 300 may be comprised of a stationary body 310, a movable body

320, multiple tactor assemblies 100, and one or more corresponding wells 250.

Tactors 110 may be positioned to come into contact with one or more target areas on a

user's skin. The one or more target areas 120 may be located on a finger, thumb,

palm, and/or wrist of the user. Advantages and the manner of restraining skin adjacent

to the target area of the skin 120 are the same as described above in connection with

the embodiments illustrated in FIGs. 13 and 14. FIG. 15 shows an additional tactor

from those shown in FIGs. 13 and 14, which is pointed out the back of the device

handle to interface with the user's palm. Note that the act of gripping the controller's

handle in FIG. 15 can provide restraint of the skin on the user's palm. Similarly,

restraint is also provided on the skin of the palm when gripping the handle of the

game controllers shown in FIGs. 16 and 17, to provide skin restraint near the tactors

located on the sides of the controller.

In addition to the actuated tactor assembly 100, the movable body 320 may

have a well 250. One or more tactor 110 may be disposed within a well 250. The top

surface of a tactor 110 or tactor pad 111 may protrude above or may be recessed

below the bottom surface of the well 250. The actuated tactor assembly 100, tactor

110, and/or tactor pad 111 may be spring loaded, such as to be pressed against a target

area when the skin adjacent to the target area is in contact with the well 250.

As shown in FIGs. 16 and 17, the multidirectional controller with shear

feedback 300 may comprise two thumb- or finger-controlled movable bodies 320, and
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actuated tactor assemblies, with tactors 110, which may be disposed within or

accessible through the movable bodies 320. Additionally or alternatively, tactors 110

may be disposed on the stationary body 310 and may come into contact with the

user's fingers, thumbs, and/or palms.

In some embodiments, as shown in FIGs. 16 and 17, a multidirectional

controller with shear feedback 300 may comprise at least one stationary body 310, a

plurality of movable bodies 320, and one or more actuated tactor assembly 100, which

can be disposed on the movable body 320 and/or stationary body 310. For example,

one or more actuated tactor assembly 100 may be disposed within gimbaled thumb

joysticks or buttons (movable bodies 320), such that one or more target area of the

skin 120 on user's thumbs or fingers comes into contact with at least one tactor 110.

Additionally or alternatively, one or more actuated tactor assembly 100 may be

disposed on the sides of the stationary body 310, such that one or more target area of

the skin 120 on the user's hands comes into contact with at least one tactor 110. One

or more actuated tactor assembly 100 may also be placed on the bottom of the

controller 300, such that one or more target area of the skin 120 on the user's hands or

fingers comes into contact with at least one tactor 110.

A movable body 320 may be disposed in physical connection with a

stationary body 310, such that the movable body 320 has at least one degree of

freedom of motion with respect to the stationary body 310. In some embodiments, a

movable body 320 may be disposed on a gimbal mounted on the stationary body 310.

Various ways of mounting and centering a gimbaled movable body are known to

those skilled in the art. For example, a gimbal may be centered with the aid of torsion

springs positioned concentrically with the axes of the gimbal' s rotation.

Alternatively, as shown in FIGs. 18A and 18B, a gimbal may be set in

rotating rings 400 with bushings 390, and may be centered with tension (or extension)

springs 380 by retracting the centering elements 430 back toward the stop block 410,

when the gimbal has been moved off center. The bushings 390 may be secured with

cover plates 440. In some embodiments, a switch 420 may be placed under the

bushing 390. The switch 420 may be engaged when the user presses down on the

tactor 110 and/or movable body 320. When engaged, the switch 420 may send a

signal to a computer system.
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A multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300, as shown in FIGs.

16 and 17 may also have one or more well 250, configured to isolate a target area of

the skin 120 that comes into contact with a tactor 110 disposed within the well, as

described above. In some embodiments, a multidirectional controller with shear

feedback 300, may further comprise a detector (not shown), capable of detecting

speed, displacement, and/or change in location of the stationary body 310.

As described above, the well 250 may be designed to restrain an area of

the skin adjacent to the user's target area of the skin 120. In some embodiments, as

shown in FIGs. 13-17, 18A, 18B, 19 and 20, the well 250 may be configured to

restrain skin adjacent to a target area of the skin 120 on the user's finger and/or

thumb. Additionally or alternatively, the well 250 may be configured to restrain a

user's finger and/or thumb, such that a distal phalange, intermediate phalange, and/or

proximal phalange is/are immobilized. Immobilizing the skin adjacent to the target

area and/or the user's one or more phalange helps to maintain user's target area in

contact with the tactor as well as user's hand and/or finger in contact with the

movable body. Hence, the well 250 may be designed to immobilize the user's skin

and/or one or more phalange to improve transmission of shear forces onto the target

area, while eliminating or reducing unwanted motion of the movable body 320 and/or

stationary body 310 in response to the movement of the tactor.

The well 250 also may be configured to include a thumb saddle, finger

saddle, or palm saddle to aid the well to further prevent relative motion between the

well and the user's thumb, finger, and palm, respectively. FIGs. 13, 15 and 17 show

typical examples of saddle-configured thumb wells. The saddle configuration of the

well 250 may allow more surface area of the user's skin, which is adjacent to the

target area, to come into contact with the well. Contact with additional surface area of

the skin provides an improved restraint of the skin as well as improved control

capabilities and comfort for the user. For example, as illustrated in FIG. 17, the

saddle-configured well 250 may be fitted around the user's thumb. In this

configuration, the well 250 would restrain the skin adjacent to the target area as well

as generally help maintain the user's thumb in contact with the movable body.

In some instances, the saddle-configured well 250 may have one or more

raised edges, such that the user's thumb or finger would be centered in a

predetermined location. For example, two opposing symmetrically raised edges of a
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substantially rectangular well 250, as shown in FIG. 17, would guide the user's thumb

or finger toward the center of the well 250. A tactor 110 may be disposed in the center

of the well 250, to contact the user's skin when the user's thumb or finger is placed in

contact with the well.

Although in some embodiments, a restraint may be a well 250, the skin

also may be restrained when the user grips the controller in a manner that would

prevent the controller from moving in response to the movement of the tactor. For

example, as shown in FIG. 16, the stationary body 310 in combination with the user's

grip thereon function as a restraint and isolate the target area of the user's skin that is

in contact with the tactor 110 for the tactors 110 that are on the sides of the stationary

body 310. The user's grip also functions as a restraint to isolate the target area of the

user's skin that is in contact with a tactor 110 on the side of the movable body 320 in

FIG. 15.

In some embodiments, a multidirectional controller with shear feedback

300, which has more than one actuated tactor assembly, may provide directional

information about a three-dimensional space. For example, two of the tactor

assemblies shown in FIG. 15, one positioned to be in contact with a target area on the

user's palm (or the one contacted by the finger) and another positioned to be in

contact with a target area on the user's thumb, can provide such information about a

three-dimensional space; one actuated tactor assembly may provide information

related to X-axis and Y-axis, and the other actuated tactor assembly would provide

information related to Y-axis and Z-axis; alternatively, one of the tactors may provide

information only related to an axis that is not covered by the other tactor.

Alternately or in addition, a multidirectional controller with shear feedback

300, which has more than one actuated tactor assembly, may convey different

information types at specific tactor 110 locations. For example, as shown in FIGs. 16

and 17, one could convey direction information concerning where a user should move

with shear feedback direction cues on the tactor 110 on the left thumb joystick, while

presenting information on where the user should look with shear feedback direction

cues from the tactor 110 on the right thumb joystick. Furthermore, shear feedback

from tactors 110 on the sides of these controllers could correspond to the health of a

user's game character.
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In addition to or in lieu of directional cues about three-dimensional space,

the multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300, which has multiple tactors

110, may provide other information via variety of movement patterns described

above.

In some embodiments, a multidirectional controller with shear feedback

300 may comprise at least one stationary body 310 and one or more actuated tactor

assembly 100, as shown in FIGs. 16, 17, 19 and 20. An actuated tactor assembly may

comprise a sensor 350, capable of detecting force exerted on and/or displacement of

the tactor 110. Additionally, a multidirectional controller with shear feedback 300

may further comprise one or more well 250. In some embodiments, one or more

actuated tactor assembly may be disposed within one or more well 250. Furthermore,

one or more well 250 may be configured to isolate the motion of a target area of the

skin 120 to correspond to the motion of the tactor 110, located within such well, as

described above.

Furthermore, the device depicted in FIG. 20, can utilize force inputs from

the user to reposition the location of each tactor 110. For example, the motion of a

tactor 110 could be programmed to imitate natural phenomena such as a spring,

damper, inertia, or a collision. Such behaviors have been successfully programmed

into applications which create an intuitive interface for portraying motion in

document browsing and video games. Tactile shear display direction (or other) cues

can be superimposed on top of the above programmed tactor behavior, hence creating

a hybrid of tactor behaviors. The user is able to maintain proper finger/thumb

restraint, for the communication of the provided tactile cues, by maintaining contact

between their thumb and some portion of the thumb well 250.

Various actuators may be used to generate movement of the tactor 110. As

shown in FIGs. 19A and 19B, servo motors 360 or stepper motors may be used to

move the tactor 110. Additionally, a movable stage 370 may be used in connection

with the motors 360 and the tactor 110. The motors 360 may be controlled by a

computer system (not shown).

The scope of the invention is not limited to the aforementioned example

embodiments. Moreover, a person of ordinary skill in the art will understand that

aspects of one or more of the foregoing example embodiments may be combined with

aspects of one or more other of the foregoing examples to define yet further
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embodiments within the scope of the invention. It should also be noted that nothing

herein constitutes, or should be construed as constituting, a 'critical' or 'essential'

element of any particular embodiment, or group of embodiments.

The present disclosure may be embodied in other specific forms without

departing from its spirit or essential characteristics. The described embodiments are

to be considered in all respects only as illustrative and not restrictive. The scope of

the invention is, therefore, indicated by the appended claims rather than by the

foregoing description. All changes which come within the meaning and range of

equivalency of the claims are to be embraced within their scope.
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CLAIMS

What is claimed is:

1. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback, comprising:

a stationary body;

a movable body;

a tactor disposed in connection with the movable body or the stationary

body, such that the tactor has at least one degree of freedom of motion with

respect to the body in connection with which it is disposed and is operable to

engage a target area of a user's skin; and

an actuator capable of moving the tactor.

2 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, wherein the movable

body is disposed in connection with the stationary body, such that the movable

body has at least one degree of freedom of motion with respect to the stationary

body.

3 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising at

least one sensor capable of detecting a change in position of or force applied to the

movable body.

4 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 3, further comprising a

computer system capable of receiving information from the at least one sensor.

5 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising a

computer system capable of sending instructions to the actuator.

6 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising:

a restraint disposed on the movable body, configured to isolate the target

area of the user's skin.

7 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 6, wherein the target

area of the user's skin is on a finger or a thumb of the user.

8. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 6, wherein the restraint

is a well configured to secure a distal phalange of the user and the target area on

the distal phalange.

9 . A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 6, wherein the restraint

is a well configured to secure skin adjacent to the target area of the user's skin.

10. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 9, wherein the well

includes a saddle configured to engage the user's thumb.
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11. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 9, wherein the well

includes a saddle configured to engage the user's finger.

12. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 9, wherein the well is

includes a saddle configured to engage the user's palm.

13. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 6, wherein the target

area of the user's skin is a palm of the user.

14. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 6, wherein the restraint

is configured to secure a hand of the user and to secure the target area on the

user's hand.

15. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 14, wherein the target

area on the user's hand is the palm.

16. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, wherein the tactor is

capable of moving in a two-dimensional space and substantially tangential to the

target area of the user's skin.

17. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, wherein the tactor is

capable of moving in a three-dimensional space.

18. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising a

means for providing tactile feedback through the movable body.

19. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising a

means for providing tactile feedback through the stationary body.

20. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising a

sensor capable of detecting a change in position of or force applied to the tactor.

21. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback, comprising:

a stationary body;

a tactor disposed in connection with the stationary body, such that the

tactor has at least one degree of freedom of motion with respect to the stationary

body and is operable to engage a target area of a user's skin; and

an actuator capable of moving the tactor.

22. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a computer system capable of sending instructions to the actuator.

23. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a moveable body, wherein the movable body is disposed in connection with the
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stationary body, such that the movable body has at least one degree of freedom of

motion with respect to the stationary body.

24. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a moveable body and a sensor capable of detecting a change in position of or force

applied to the movable body.

25. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 24, further comprising

a computer system capable of receiving information from the sensor.

26. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising:

a moveable body; and

a restraint disposed on the movable body and configured to isolate at least

one target area of the user's skin.

27. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, wherein the target

area of the user's skin is the skin on a finger, thumb, or palm of the user.

28. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 26, wherein the

restraint is a well configured to secure a distal phalange and/or a hand of the user

and to secure a target area on the distal phalange or a palm of the user.

29. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 26, wherein the

restraint is a well configured to secure skin adjacent to the target area of the user's

skin.

30. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, wherein the tactor

is capable of moving in a two-dimensional space and substantially tangential to

the target area of the user's skin.

31. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, wherein the tactor

is capable of moving in a three-dimensional space.

32. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a moveable body and a means for providing tactile feedback through the movable

body.

33. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a means for providing tactile feedback through the stationary body.

34. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, further comprising

a sensor capable of detecting a change in position of and/or force applied to the

tactor.
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35. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 21, wherein the

computer system is a mobile device.

36. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, wherein the tactor

further comprises:

a first tactor in contact with a target area on the user's right hand; and

a second tactor in contact with a target area on the user's left hand.

37. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 1, further comprising:

a first tactor in contact with the target area on a finger of the user; and

a second tactor in contact with the target area on a palm of the user.

38. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback, comprising:

a tactor operable to engage a target area on a user's skin;

a sensor capable of detecting a change in position of and/or force applied

to the tactor;

an actuator capable of moving the tactor; and

a computer system capable of receiving information from the sensor and

sending instructions to the actuator.

39. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 38, further comprising

a movable body, wherein the tactor is disposed in connection with the movable

body, such that the tactor has at least one degree of freedom of motion with

respect to the movable body.

40. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 39, further comprising

a restraint disposed on the movable body and configured to isolate target area of

the user's skin.

41. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 38, further comprising

a stationary body, wherein the tactor is disposed in connection with the stationary

body, such that the tactor has at least one degree of freedom of motion with

respect to the stationary body.

42. A multidirectional controller with shear feedback of claim 41, further comprising

a restraint disposed on the movable body and configured to isolate the target area

of the user's skin.

43. A method of providing a directional feedback to a user of a multidirectional

controller with shear feedback without affecting control functions, comprising:

(a) providing a user with a multidirectional control system of claim 1; and
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(b) directing the computer system of claim 1 to instruct at least one tactor

to move from an original location to an instructed location, such that the direction

of a vector determined by the original location and the instructed location of the at

least one tactor is the direction that corresponds to the directional feedback

intended to be provided to the user.

44. A method of providing a directional feedback to a user of a multidirectional

controller with shear feedback without affecting control functions of claim 43,

wherein:

the tactor of claim 1 comprises:

a first tactor capable of moving in a first two-dimensional space; and

a second tactor capable of moving in a second two-dimensional space;

wherein one of the axes in the first two-dimensional space is

different from one of the axes in the second two-dimensional space;

and

wherein the computer system of claim 1 instructs the first tactor to move to

a specific location to create a direction vector in a first two-dimensional space and

instructs the second tactor to move to a specific location to create a direction

vector in a second two-dimensional space.
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